Sensor Fusion for Mobile Robot Navigation
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We review techniques for sensor fusion in robot navigation,
emphasizing algorithms for self-location. These find use when
the sensor suite of a mobile robot comprises several different
sensors, some complementary and some redundant. Integrating
the sensor readings, the robot seeks to accomplish tasks such
as constructing a map of its environment, locating itself in that
map, and recognizing objects that should be avoided or sought.
Our review describes integration techniques in two categories:
low-level fusion is used for direct integration of sensory data,
resulting in parameter and state estimates; high-level fusion
is used for indirect integration of sensory data in hierarchical
architectures, through command arbitration and integration of
control signals suggested by different modules.
The review provides an arsenal of tools for addressing this
(rather ill-posed) problem in machine intelligence, including
Kalman filtering, rule-based techniques, behavior based
algorithms, and approaches that borrow from information theory,
Dempster–Shafer reasoning, fuzzy logic and neural networks. It
points to several further-research needs, including: robustness
of decision rules; simultaneous consideration of self-location,
motion planning, motion control and vehicle dynamics; the effect
of sensor placement and attention focusing on sensor fusion; and
adaptation of techniques from biological sensor fusion.

I. INTRODUCTION
Robot navigation requires the guiding of a mobile robot
to a desired destination or along a desired path in an
environment characterized by a terrain and a set of distinct
objects (such as obstacles, milestones, and landmarks).
Motion planning is often designed to optimize specific
performance criteria and to satisfy constraints on the robot’s
motion. Typical performance criteria are minimum time to
arrive at a milestone and minimum control effort. Typical
constraints are obstacle avoidance and a maximum robot velocity. The complexity and variety of environments where
robots need to navigate, and the large number of objectives
and constraints that they must satisfy, make the mobilerobot navigation problem ill posed. Moreover, physical
platforms and sensor suites vary significantly from system
to system, complicating further the task of generating a
unified framework for sensing and control.
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Fig. 1. The mobile robot LIAS [53], [54].

Mobile robot designers can choose from a large number
of sensor types and sensing modules. These are sometimes complementary, sometimes redundant, and there exist
architectures where sensors are used in both fashions.
Many mobile robots carry sensors for dead reckoning
(such as optical encoders and geomagnetic sensors) and
for map making and self-location (such as time-of-flight
ultrasonic systems and laser-based ranging systems). Some
use active beacons (such as the global positioning system),
or landmarks whose positions in the robot’s environments
are known. Other mobile robots use tactile sensors to
touch obstacles in the environment and plan paths around
them. In almost all designs, several sensors are operated
simultaneously, and in most—sensors of different sensing principles, capabilities, and volumes-of-coverage are
used in parallel. Consequently, methods of sensor fusion
are needed to translate the different sensory inputs into
reliable estimates and environment models that can be
used by other navigation subsystems. Sensor fusion in this
context is the process of integrating data from distinctly
different sensors for detecting objects, and for estimating
parameters and states needed for robot self-location, map
making, path computing, motion planning, and motion
execution.
A. Example One—A Multisensor Suite for a Mobile Robot
Fig. 1 shows a schematic diagram of Leuven Intelligent
Autonomous System (LIAS), a mobile robot that uses
several sensory modules [53], [54].
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LIAS is a four-wheeled vehicle with two independently
driven front wheels and two free casters at the rear. Two
encoders (attached to the front wheels) and two gyroscopes provide information for position estimation. The
robot is equipped with three different perception sensor
systems. Fourteen standard Polaroid ultrasonic transducers
are positioned around the vehicle circumference. A special
“tri-aural” sensor is mounted in the front of the robot to
get a better view in the drive direction, and an optical
infrared range scanner, providing a complete panoramic
image, is mounted on a platform overlooking the robot.
An on-board transputer system executes different modular
navigation tasks (which can be performed in parallel) and
a host computer compiles and downloads the transputer
programs.
Like many robots designed for indoor use, LIAS employs
ultrasonic sensors for ranging by time-of-flight measurements. The usefulness of these sensors is limited by several
factors [22]: 1) variations in the speed of propagation,
2) uncertainties in determining the time of arrival of the
reflected pulse, 3) inaccuracies in the timing circuitry, 4)
interaction of the incident wave with the target surface (e.g.,
multiple reflections and “blindness” to some geometric
features), and 5) wide beam-width which yields uncertain
measurements within the main lobe. To compensate for
these shortcomings, LIAS uses an infrared sensor that
augments the ultrasonic measurements. Infrared sensors
provide less-accurate range measurements when compared
to the ultrasonic sensors (in LIAS the ultrasonic sensor error
is specified as “less than 1 cm” while the infrared-range
error is “less than 20 cm”). However, infrared sensors can
provide a large number of measurements in a short time
period, can easily be mounted on a scanner to provide
a panoramic view, and their very narrow beam shape
compares favorably with the inherent cone-shaped beam of
the ultrasonic sensors. Laser and infrared range finders are
therefore used to determine reliably the absence or presence
of an object in the vicinity of the robot, and to identify
edges (such as doorways) that are invisible to ultrasonic
subsystems. The combination of readings from the two
types of sensors can potentially provide a comprehensive
and accurate view of the robot’s environment, far superior
to that achievable by each type operating alone. There is
an additional tri-aural ultrasonic sensor system, consisting
of three ultrasonic transducers which are placed in-line,
at an interval distance of 15 cm (see Fig. 1). The center
transducer serves as transmitter and receiver while the two
others are receivers only. By triangulation, the tri-aural
sensor is able to detect more than one object with one
measurement. It provides not only the range, but also the
orientation of a detected object with respect to the robot’s
heading direction, and some of the object features (plane,
edge, corner).
B. Low Level and High Level Fusion
Sensor fusion in mobile robots is usually categorized to
be low level or high level. The term low-level fusion is
often used for direct integration of sensory data, resulting
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in parameter and state estimates. These estimates in turn are
used by planning and motion-execution modules to generate
command and control signals for the robot’s motors. The
term high-level fusion is used for indirect integration of
sensory data in hierarchical architectures, through command
arbitration and integration of control signals that are suggested by different modules. In the “gray” area between the
two classes are architectures that synthesize command and
control signals directly from sensory input—often without
explicit construction of environmental models.
There is a continuous debate in the decision and estimation research community about the relevance and applicability of traditional and nontraditional approaches to detection
and estimation, e.g., [9]. At issue are the availability
and accuracy of plant and statistical-data models, and
the robustness of decisions and estimates in the face of
noise, parameter drifts, failures, unmodeled dynamics, and
unmodeled statistics. Understandably, this general debate
has been projected onto the area of sensor fusion, since
sensory-data interpretation from several different subsystems further complicates the selection of methods, uncertainty representations, and assessments of performance.
Indeed, the field of sensor fusion, and sensor fusion for
robot navigation, is populated by approaches that differ in
philosophy, information structure, and assumptions about
the availability of reliable models.
There have been several reviews of sensor fusion, and
several special issues of journals devoted to the topic.
Most relevant to the area of robot navigation are the
review paper by Luo and Kay [42], the report Where am I
by Feng et. al. [22], the book Integration, Coordination
and Control of Multi-Sensor Robot Systems by DurrantWhyte [19], the December 1988 issue of the International
Journal of Robotic Research, and the June 1996 issue
of IEEE Transactions on Industrial Electronics. Pertinent
background material is also available in the books of
Bar-Shalom and Fortmann [6], Dasarathy [18], Waltz and
Llinas [55], and Cox and Wilfong [16]. Good sources for
recent research are proceedings of the IEEE International
Conference on Robotics and Automation, IEEE International Conference on Multisensor Fusion, the International
Conference on Intelligent Robots and Systems, and the SPIE
conferences on Mobile Robots.
C. Organization and Approach
In the present review, we start with low-level fusion
(Section II) and proceed to high-level fusion (Section III).
Throughout the paper, we demonstrate the reviewed techniques with examples of physical implementations. Within
the low-level fusion part (Section II), we discuss first (in
Section II-A) centralized architectures that possess known
statistics of the environment and the sensory data. These
make use of the Kalman Filter and the Extended Kalman
Filter (EKF). We then discuss (Section II-B) decentralized
architectures that use statistics, and concentrate there on
fusion of estimates. In Section II-C we discuss low level
fusion when statistics are unknown, emphasizing rule-based
sensor fusion and use of geometric and topological maps.
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In the high-level fusion part (Section III), we describe
behavior-based architectures (Section III-A) including the
subsumption architecture and various voting schemes. We
then present (Section III-B) unified frameworks for sensory
processing that employ neural networks.
Like all reviews of this kind, ours represents the state of
the art as it is reflected in the present literature, as well as
the authors’ views and perhaps prejudice. We emphasize
techniques that are more general, mathematically explicit,
and established, over techniques that are more heuristic in
nature and depend heavily on details of the platform and
the environment. We provide more detailed explanations of
sensor fusion with known statistics, and the majority of the
algorithms that we review fall under low-level fusion. These
preferences stem from the observations that 1) sensor fusion
with known statistics is a better posed problem, analytically
tractable and easier to describe than other approaches, 2)
many algorithms that must operate without the benefit of
statistical models are based on known-statistics methods in
philosophy and architecture, and 3) a much larger body
of work exists on low-level fusion compared to high-level
fusion.

Gaussian noise , i.e.,
(2)
The problem is to use a number of observations
to estimate the parameter vector such that the estimate
is “best” in satisfying the relation
in some
sense. can be for example the 3-D coordinate of a point
observed by the stereo system. Omitting the subscripts for
a moment, a Taylor-series approximation of
about
and
can be calculated, where
is a “good” initial
estimate of , to obtain

(3)
In (3),

is a
matrix and
is a
matrix. This equation can be rewritten [4, p. 46]
to approximate a linear measurement equation
(4)

II. LOW-LEVEL FUSION
with
A. Low-Level Fusion with Known Statistics
in Centralized Architectures
Sensor fusion with known statistics often relies on welldeveloped techniques such as maximum a posteriori and
maximum-likelihood estimation, and adapts results from
Kalman filtering, Bayesian team theory, and game theory.
The sensors in the mobile robot’s sensor suite are usually
viewed as members of a team, namely an organization
whose members possess a common single goal and a common payoff function. The goal is to determine a parameter
from a set of observations
, knowing that
and are related through a relation of the form
.
Here
is a known nonlinear function [4],
[21]. The sought parameters can be features in the robot’s
environment or the state of the robot in the environment.
For example, can be the model of a physical geometric
object that maps a compact region
in Euclidean space to a point
in the parameter space [20]. Each
function describes a type of geometric object (e.g., a line,
a surface or a polygon) and each value of represents a
specific realization of such object. The sensor observes the
value of in order to build a map of its environment. For
plane surfaces, for example, the relation is
(1)
and
A specific
with
plane is represented as a specific value of in
.
1) Example Two—Feature Extraction from Stereo: In [4],
Ayache and Faugeras study the use of passive stereo to
collect three-dimensional (3-D) information by a mobile
robot. They assume that each observation collected by
the robot,
, is corrupted with additive zero mean
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and
Both and
are known, since
and
Furthermore, the second-order statistics of
namely

are known.
are known,

(5)
observations
, each with known
For
covariance , the th measurement is

and
(6)

and the corresponding
can be calculated. In
the terminology of the Kalman filter, (6) is a measurement
equation on the process , which is constant with respect to
. It is now possible to use Kalman filtering to
estimate . The process starts with an initial estimate of
and its associated covariance matrix
. The new estimate and the estimation covariance
matrix are, in this case
(7)
(8)
(9)
When all the measurements have been processed, the parameter is known by its a posteriori estimate
and the
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corresponding covariance matrix
. The estimate
is “best” in the sense of minimizing

(10)
This performance criterion demonstrates how the filter
explicitly weights noise in the measurements. If the th
measurement is noisy, its corresponding weight
is
“small.”
2) Kalman Filtering for Data Fusion: Example Two is an
application of the Kalman filter to the integration of sensory
information in robot navigation. The Kalman Filter and the
EKF [31] and [7, ch. 5] are the most popular tools proposed
in the literature for sensor fusion in mobile robot navigation.
In the Kalman filter formulation, the observations
are described (or approximated) by the linear model
(11)
where
is a state vector,
is an observation model, and
is the observation noise. The
state vector satisfies a linear discrete-time state transition
equation
(12)
where
is the system model,
is the
control model,
is a known input (control or sensor
motion), and
is the input noise.
As usual we assume independent, zero mean, white noise
processes
(13)
where

is the Kronecker delta function
.
The optimal mean square error estimate of
is

given
(14)

and the conditional covariance matrix of

is
(15)

The Kalman filter algorithm provides recursively an
estimate
in terms of the previous estimate
and the most recent observation,
. It involves
a cycle of prediction, observation, and updating (there is
often an additional data validation step prior to updating).
For the prediction, validation, and updating equations, see
[31] and [7].
The measurement model for the EKF is
(16)
and the dynamics are assumed to be
(17)
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The vector-valued function and are, in general, time
varying. The EKF framework is developed through a series
expansion of the nonlinear dynamics and of the measurement equation. For the prediction, validation, and updating
equations see [7, sec. 10.3].
The literature has many examples for the use of Kalman
filters in robot navigation [4], [5], [14], [17], [27], [34],
[37], [40], [44]. Kriegman et al. [37] studied stereo vision
and navigation in buildings; Crowley [17] used Kalman
filtering to aggregate readings from ultrasonic sensors; and
Cox [14] fused odometry and range finder readings for
an autonomous robot in an office environment. Recently,
Hong and Wang [27] have used a Kalman filtering approach
to integrate sensory data which are both noisy (due to
stochastic uncertainty) and fuzzy (due to inaccuracy of
the data measuring process). In the process they have
developed a compression technique that arrests the growth
in “fuzziness” under extended fuzzy-arithmetic operations.
The most common use of Kalman filters in sensor fusion
for navigation is to construct and maintain a model of the
mobile-robot environment, and to monitor the position of
the moving robot in that environment. The filters estimate
simultaneously the parameters of the features or landmarks
needed in the environment model, and the state of the
moving robot. Two important applications are in building
visual maps and in navigating automated guided vehicles.
a) Building visual maps: Ayache and Faugeras [4]
have used the Kalman filter formulation [(7)–(9)] to
build a 3-D description of the environment of a mobile
robot, using passive vision. They have studied several
important problems using this approach. The first is stereo
reconstruction, starting with the determination of a 3D position vector of a point-object, from its (matched)
projections on the image planes of a stereo camera. The
description of the position estimate includes an assessment
of the estimate uncertainty. This procedure was then
extended to lines and planes, and applied to recognition and
localization of 3-D objects. The result is a 3-D description
of the robot’s environment in terms of its geometry,
along with the uncertainty of the characterizing primitives
(points, lines, planes). The description is attached to a
local coordinate frame. The second problem studied in
this framework was registrating stereo pairs—allowing the
estimation of robot displacement from two 3-D descriptions
of the robot environment (obtained before and after
the displacement has occurred). By matching primitives
that are present in both descriptions, an estimate of the
displacement can be calculated. This estimate can be used
further to improve the description of the environment,
to build estimates of the 3-D transformations between
frames, and to provide a measure of the uncertainty of
these transformations.
Finally the information was used to update, in each local
frame, the description of the geometry and uncertainty of
the primitives corresponding to parts of physical objects
visible in another frame. The algorithms were implemented
and tested on images of indoor environments captured by
stereo cameras [4, pp. 56–61], [5, pp. 814–819].
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Fig. 2.

AGV system geometry [11].

b) Position estimation for an autonomous guided vehicle:
In [11], Borthwick and Durrant–Whyte study the dynamic
self-location of an autonomous guided vehicle (AGV).
AGVs are one of the most important applications of mobile
robots, with a variety of anticipated uses in industrial
environments. Since the floor plan and the location of
obstacles in an industrial plant are often constant for
considerable periods of time, AGVs can take advantage
of known a priori maps of their environments. Moreover,
industrial-plant environments usually offer naturally occurring features that can replace the artificial beacons and
special landmarks often placed as features in the robot’s
environment. In the process of self-location, the map is used
to identify these features within the environment and regard
them as beacons for navigation purposes. The advantage
of using existing features often comes at the expense of
increased computation time during the stop, look, localize
navigation cycles.
The AGV studied in [11] fuses information from an
a priori map (where known features are held) and from
information supplied by an infrared range scanner. The map
is segmented into cells, and a list of features (points, lines,
edges, corners) is associated with each cell. The system
geometry is depicted in Fig. 2.
The AGV operates within a two-dimensional (2-D) Carteis referenced with
sian environment. Its state
respect to an origin set in the global coordinate system
. is the bearing of the vehicle. The control input
, consists of two components—the AGV’s
to the AGV,
. The
velocity and the steering-wheel angle
system’s model is

(18)
(19)
(20)
is the baseline of the vehicle. The observation
where
model is
(21)
where
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is a parameter (feature type),

is the range to

the feature, is the bearing to the feature with respect to
the vehicle heading, and
is the motion noise (assumed
Gaussian).
Upon receipt of an observation (
time units after the
last update), an EKF algorithm produces a prediction of
, and the error covariance
the AGV’s state
associated with this prediction. (The detailed
expressions for state transition and variance calculation are
given in [11, sec. V].) The prediction step is followed
by a validation step, during which the predicted position
is used in conjunction with the observation to
estimate the map cell which is of interest. The observation
, where type belongs to the
has the format
. The algorithm searches for
set
features held in the map which can validate the observation,
and selects one that has minimum Mahalanobis distance.
The filter is then updated with the observation according to
the standard EKF equations, using a different observation
function for each type of target observed.
A similar approach is described by Lapin [39] who
studied an AGV with a tricycle wheel system. This robot
uses an incremental optical encoder (on each rear wheel), an
absolute encoder (on a steering shaft), and a camera-based
landmark tracking system.
c) Applicability: Kalman filtering offers a powerful
method for low-level fusion in mobile robots, provided
that the filter’s modeling assumptions can be satisfied, and
that the uncertainty models that it requires are available
and reliable. The data integration process executed by
the Kalman filter is modular and can accommodate a
large variety of sensory measurements as long as the
error covariance matrices are available. There exist a welldeveloped body of literature on performance, stability and
consistency of the filter, as well as tests for data validation
and performance consistency. These tests provide means
to reject bad data on-line, and to check that state-estimate
errors satisfy certain conditions on their statistics in spite
of the use of approximations [7, sec. 5.4, p. 388]. There
also exist different techniques for error compensation in
linearized filters such as the use of pseudonoise covariance
and compensation for bias in errors. As we explain in
Section II-C, there are applications where there is significant difficulty in modeling the sensor readings under a
unified statistical model, and alternative techniques, mostly
rule-based, have to be employed.
B. Low-Level Fusion with Known Statistics
in Decentralized Architectures
So far we have assumed that a single central processor
executes all the data fusion necessary for the robot. With the
growing complexity of robotic platforms, centralized data
fusion may become less attractive. Decentralization may
be required due to increasing computational and communication loads, and due to reliability concerns. To save on
storage and communication, robot designers may choose to
perform local estimation of parameters from available data,
followed by global fusion of the estimates. Alternatively
they may use decentralized architectures that distribute the
PROCEEDINGS OF THE IEEE, VOL. 85, NO. 1, JANUARY 1997

Kalman filter equations among a number of sensing nodes,
ensuring graceful degradation in the face of node failings.
1) Decentralization: To increase reliability and parallelization of computations, several architectures distribute
filtering to interconnected local estimators. Rao et al. [48]
suggested a fully decentralized multisensor architecture.1
They use a fully connected decentralized architecture comprised of communicating nodes. The nodes are initialized
with state estimates and state-covariances. Each node collects observations from its environment, validates them,
and uses the validated observations to update its state via
standard Kalman filtering. Each node then communicates
its estimated state to all other nodes, and receives estimates
from all other nodes. Once again the data are validated, and
used by each node for a second update. The estimate available locally is now the global estimate, and is guaranteed
to be the same one obtained by a fully centralized Kalman
filter. The architecture is more resistant to processor failure
than the centralized counterpart, and both computation and
communication overheads associated with decentralization
are low. While naturally more suitable for surveillance over
large geographical areas with physically dispersed sensors,
this architecture was tested using CCD cameras and optical
sensors in an industrial-floor setting suitable for mobile
robots [48, sec. 5].
2) Fusion of Estimates: Architectures such as the one
studied in [48] require integration of estimates from several
Kalman filters. In [6], Bar-Shalom and Fortmann study
the fusion of estimates
and —provided respectively
by estimators and —on the same target (both
and
can be estimates, or one can be an estimate and the
other a prediction). In general, the state estimation error
and
are
dependent due to the common process noise [e.g.,
in
(12)]. The fact that the two measurement noise sequences
are independent is not sufficient for independence of the
estimation errors. However, in order to appreciate the form
of the fusion rule, we assume first that and
are indeed
statistically independent, and further that they are normally
distributed. The dynamics of the object tracked by the robot
are described by (12) and the measurements are described
by
(22)
The optimal (minimum mean square error) combination
of and
(obtained by taking as “prior” mean of is
(23)
and
are the covariance matrices of
and
where
, respectively. The covariance associated with the fused
estimate
is
(24)
Equation (23) provides insight about the weights used to
fuse the different estimates, and is often used as a (subop1 Based on previous work by Hashemipour et al. [26] on decentralized
multisensor structures for parallel Kalman filtering.
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timal) fusion rule for estimates even when the estimation
errors are dependent. For example, in the robotic platform
Blanche [14], an optical range finder and odometry are
used simultaneously. A pair of position-estimates and their
standard deviations
is calculated from
the odometry readings and from a matching process.2 Once
the pairs
are available, a new estimate
is calculated according to
(25)
(26)
As Cox [14] indicates, (25) and (26) provide an intuitively correct solution which takes into account with a
larger weight the source whose uncertainty is smallest.
For the case of the vehicle moving down a parallel
corridor, very good estimates of the vehicle’s orientation and position normal to the corridor can be
made by the matcher, but the position of the vehicle
along the corridor cannot be estimated by the matcher
and its associated standard deviation is infinite. In
these situations we rely on odometry until the matcher
detects line features that are not parallel to the corridor.
The updated value is fed back to the odometry where it
is used as the new value from which the current position
is estimated.
We return now to the case of dependent state estimation
errors,
and
. The expression for the fused
estimate and the covariance of the fused estimate are now

(27)
and

(28)
(see
In these relations
[6, sec. 10.3] for the complete derivation).
3) Registrating: The fusion rules that we have used
assume that the estimates
and
correspond to
the same target. Several hypothesis-testing techniques are
available to determine whether or not this is true [6, sec.
10.2–3], [15].
4) Robustness: Data consistency and data combining
were further studied in a series of papers by Mintz and
his co-workers on robust sensor fusion—using statistical
decision theory [45], [56], [57]. Mintz et al. have developed
a robust test of the hypothesis that data from different
sensors is consistent, and a robust procedure for combining
the data which pass this preliminary test. The observation
2 The matching process uses range finder measurements to match
features in a local map to a global line segment grid (see Section II-C).
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model was
where
represents additive
sensor noise and
is the sensed parameter of interest.
Robustness in the context of this work refers to “the
statistical effectiveness of the decision rules when the
probability distribution of the observations noise and the a
priori position information associated with the individual
sensors are uncertain” [45]. Mintz et al. note that most
studies of data fusion (such as the ones that we have quoted
so far) assume that sensor noise can either be adequately
modeled by Gaussian distributions with known means
and covariances, or by distributions characterized only by
specified first and second moment (using procedures that are
equivalent to making Gaussian-distribution assumptions).
Clearly, sampling distributions that possess heavy tails
(e.g., departures from the Gaussian model in the form
of -contamination uncertainty classes) could result in
significant errors if a Gaussian model is used to develop
the decision rules.
C. Low-Level Fusion with Unknown Statistics
The methods of Section II-A and II-B rely on welldefined uncertainty models, and execute variants of maximum likelihood or maximum a posteriori estimation. Such
models are difficult to develop when the navigation depends
on patterns and signatures in maps (e.g., in landmark
navigation). Often they are also difficult to obtain for
data that are combined from sensors that use significantly
different principles and processing techniques. Yet diverse
sensors are deliberately used by mobile robots to provide
complementary information; one of the key advantages of
the multisensor suite is that some sensors provide information unavailable from others.
When uncertainty models are either unavailable or are
meaningless, ad hoc techniques have often been used within
the domain of sensory data. In almost all cases, the advantages of a sound formal basis were lost, though several
attempts were made to provide alternative “unified” frameworks in these situations. It is instructive to point out that in
spite of their seemingly different procedures, most of these
frameworks still execute the same prediction, observation,
validation, and updating cycle used by the Kalman filter.
1) Rule-Based Sensor Fusion: To avoid the difficulty in
modeling the sensor readings under a unified statistical
model, several robotic applications use rule-based algorithms. Often these algorithms do not require an explicit
analytical model of the environment. Expert knowledge
of the sensors’ characteristics and prior knowledge about
the environment are used in the design of feature extraction, mapmaking, and self-location strategies. The resulting
rules, after some experimentation, are usually simple and
robust. The obvious disadvantage is limited domain of
applicability—the insights used to create rules for a specific
environment cannot be easily exported to other environments. Changes in the sensor suite and in the environment
may require reevaluation and recompilation of the rule set.
a) Example three—fusion of sonar and infrared sensors:
Flynn [23] developed a simple set of heuristic rules for
a robot that uses an ultrasonic sensor and a near-infrared
114

proximity sensor. As we observed in example one, ultrasonic sensors have wide angles but give relatively accurate
depth measurements. Infrared sensors have excellent angular resolution but poor depth measurements—they are
therefore well-suited for detection of edges and large depth
discontinuities such as doorways. Fusion of measurements
from both ultrasonics and infrared has the potential to
provide robots with good readings in both depth and angular
position.
The following rules have been used by Flynn to validate
the data from the sensors and to determine which sensor to
rely upon when conflicting information is obtained.
1) If the sonar reading is greater than the maximum
range for the near-infrared sensor, then ignore the
near-infrared output.
2) If the sonar reading is at its maximum value, then the
real distance is greater.
3) Whenever the infrared sensor detects a change from
no-detection to detection, and the associated sonar
reading is less than 10 ft, then a valid depth discontinuity has been detected.
Using these few simple rules, the original sonar boundary
was redrawn to take into account features that were found
by the near-infrared sensor. Significant improvements in the
mapping of laboratory environments were demonstrated in
[23].
2) Geometric and Topological Maps: Rule-based sensor
fusion is often used in map-assisted positioning, employing
geometric and topological maps [22, sec. 8.3]. A geometric
map represents objects according to their absolute geometric relationship using databases such as a grid map,
line map, or polygon map. The geometric maps created
by the mobile robot are matched against global maps that
include the expected features. Topological maps record
the geometric relationship between the observed features
rather than the absolute position with respect to a frame of
reference. Consequently, locating position using topological
maps is independent of accumulated position errors, and
depends on matching an observed relationship between
features to a stored relationship in a graph. In some systems,
a “signature” of a region is used to locate a robot within
a large area.
We have already mentioned the autonomous robot vehicle
Blanche [14], which uses geometric maps for navigation.
Blanche employs an optical range finder and odometry. The
robot’s position in the map is obtained by fusing a known
map of the robot’s environment, range data, and odometry
data. Positioning is based on matching a local grid map to a
global line segment grid. This matching phase is similar to a
recurring problem in computer vision, namely association
of an image of arbitrary position and orientation relative
to a model. The process starts by extracting features from
the readings of the robot’s sensor—in Blanche’s case, an
optical range finder (this step is often difficult and noisy).
Next, correspondence between the image and the model features is determined, using a constrained search. In Blanche’s
PROCEEDINGS OF THE IEEE, VOL. 85, NO. 1, JANUARY 1997

case, the constraints are on the robot position—using a
bound on the error from dead-reckoning data. When the
correspondence is known, determination of the congruence
is straightforward [14, pp. 198–200]. The calculation of the
congruence using range finder measurements includes an
estimate of the position’s standard deviation. Once pairs of
position-estimate and standard deviation are available from
odometry
and matching
, aggregation
follows the estimation fusion approach described in (25)
and (26).
Topological maps for navigation were used by Taylor
[52], Kortenkamp and Weymouth [35], and Courtney and
Jain [13]. An interesting application of topological maps
was proposed recently by Janèt et al. [30]. They have
considered the determination of the region within a map
where a robot resides as a first step toward finer determination of the robot’s position within that region. Janèt et
al. used a “signature” of the region as the characteristic
to identify, and employed Kohonen’s neural networks to
classify the signatures. This approach can exploit existing
neural-network algorithms for character recognition for
the (coarse) location of a robot in a previously-charted
environment. The “signatures” can also be used to indicate
that the robot has already visited in the past a region where
it is wandering now.
3) “Unified” Frameworks: There have been several suggestions of unified frameworks for sensory measurements,
when statistics are unknown or unavailable. Some are
generalizations and extensions of Bayesian approaches,
primarily toward Shafer–Dempster reasoning [10], [24],
[29] and fuzzy logic. Others extend the Kalman-filtering
method [27] or realize behavior-based algorithms [8], [41],
[43] (see Section III-A).
Recently Joshi and Sanderson [32] have proposed a unified framework which characterizes data by an informationtheoretic measure, namely the coding complexity of observed data on a Universal Turing Machine. This is a
model-based approach, calculating complexity on the basis
of system knowledge of the environment. The environment
is specified by an “environmental model library,” and the
“best interpretation” is the environment model (structure
and parameters) that minimizes the complexity of observed
data [32, p. 2670]. The approach was tested on a problem
of estimating 2-D pose from touch data using an imposed
uncertainty model in the absence of the true underlying
statistics.
III. HIGH-LEVEL FUSION
The low-level fusion algorithms discussed so far typically
provide parameters and estimates to modules whose task is
planning and execution of motion. Often the sensor fusion
algorithm will supply input to a map maker or a path
planner. Some of the techniques that we explore in this section are different; they provide direct command and control
signals to the robot’s locomotion subsystems—effectively
integrating sensor interpretation with the planning task.
In the next section (Section III-A) commands and control
signals from different modules are integrated in an hierKAM et al.: SENSOR FUSION FOR MOBILE ROBOT NAVIGATION

archical navigation architecture. In the subsequent section
(Section III-B), a neural network associates sensor input
with commands to motors.
A. Behavior-Based Architectures
A widely studied approach to robot navigation in dynamic environments is the family of behavior-based robot
control schemes, which use situationally reactive behaviors
and goal-oriented deliberative behaviors [1]–[3], [12], [41],
[47], [50]. With this approach, the mobile robot control
problem is decomposed into a set of behaviors, rather than
a set of functional modules. The behaviors are organized
in hierarchical architectures (such as the motor schema
based architecture [3] and the subsumption architecture
[12], or in lateral voting schemes [47], [50]. As Rosenblatt
and Thorpe [50] note, “reactive components provide the
basic capabilities which enable the robot to achieve lowlevel tasks without injury to itself or the environment,
while deliberative components provide the ability to achieve
higher level goals and avoid mistakes which could lead to
inefficiencies or even mission error.”
1) The Subsumption Architecture: In explaining the difference between traditional architectures and those that use
task-achieving behaviors, Brooks [12] compares a typical
“horizontal decomposition” to his proposed “vertical decomposition.” The horizontal decomposition, typical in the
systems that we have explored in Section II, is represented
by: 1) sensing, 2) mapping sensor data into a world representation, 3) planning, 4) task execution, and 5) motor
control.
The vertical decomposition, on the other hand, uses levels
of competence, and admits a layered structure like the
following [12]:
Level 0. Avoid contact with objects (whether the objects
move or are stationary).
Level 1. Wander around aimlessly without hitting things.
Level 2. “Explore” the world by observing places in the
distance that look reachable and then heading for them.
Level 3. Build a map of the environment and plan routes
from one place to another.
Level 4. Notice changes in the “static” environment.
Level 5. Reason about the world in terms of identifiable
objects and perform tasks related to certain objects.
Level 6. Formulate and execute plans that involve changing the state of the world in some desirable way.
Level 7. Reason about the behavior of objects in the
world and modify plans accordingly.
Corresponding to this structure are layers of control that
constitute a subsumption architecture. At the bottom is
Level 0 control system—a complete robot-control system
that achieves Level 0 competence. The next level, Level 1
control system, is able to examine data from Level 0 system
and inject data into Level 0’s internal interfaces. With this
level of control over Level 0’s data flow, Level 1 control
system is able to achieve Level 1 competence. The same
process is repeated level by level, to create a hierarchical
top-down architecture.
Higher-level layers are engaged in more abstract reasoning (which is computationally slow), while low-level layers
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Fig. 3.

A layered architecture for sensing [1].

Fig. 4. Behaviors sending votes to the arbiter in the DAMN
architecture [50].

engage in faster numerical calculations. In general each
behavior is assigned a priority; the behavior with highest
priority is in control while all others are subservient.
The subsumption architecture performs fusion of sensory
data as well as fusion of estimates and decisions. Often
different sensory subsystems are allocated to each level,
though sensors can in principle be shared. Adams et al. [1]
proposed a specific three-layer architecture of this kind for
a physical robot (see Fig. 3). In their architecture, Level
0 achieves obstacle avoidance, Level 1 achieves route
following and Level 2 achieves path planning. Level 0 uses
a sonar array; Level 1 uses an integrated infrared/sonar
sensor; and Level 2 uses a combination of vision and sonar.
Sensor fusion in subsumption architectures is performed
at two levels. At the layer level, “low-level” fusion typically follows algorithms described in Section II, directly
aggregating sensor readings. Fusion of sensory information
between layers is achieved as the high-level layers draw
information from lower-level layers to synthesize their own
estimates and decisions. The translation of sensory input
into layer decisions (the synthesis of reactive and deliberative behaviors) can be made in a number of ways. Several
subsumption architectures use potential fields for obstacleavoidance at level 0 [33], [49]. Others use rule-based expert
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systems and fuzzy logic [41], [53], [54]. Neural networks
and genetic algorithms have also been tried [46].
2) Voting Schemes and Distributed Architectures: Several
distributed “single layer” architectures were developed as
an alternative to the top-down hierarchical architectures in
behavior-based robot navigation [2], [50]. The rationale
is that top-down architectures sometimes overly restrict
lower-level layers, and dependence on lower layers requires
continuous monitoring of the progress of desired actions
with significant communications overhead [47], [50].
a) Example four—A voting scheme for off-road
navigation: An example of a lateral voting architecture
is the Distributed Architecture for Mobile Navigation
(DAMN) (Fig. 4) suggested by Langer et al. [38] and
by Rosenblatt and Thorpe [50]. They built and tested
a behavior-based system for off-road navigation. The
realized behaviors were: “avoid obstacles,” “follow road,”
“seek goal,” “maintain heading,” and “avoid tip-over.”
Each behavior sent a vote to a command arbiter, “votes”
being numbers between 1 and 1 for each vehicle
action. The common arbiter then performed command
fusion by weighting these decisions by a set of real
numbers originating from a mode manager [50].
The fusion technique used by the arbiter effectively
selects the command which has the most votes from the
behaviors, rather than averaging the commands (which is
the technique used by the motor schema framework [2]).
Arbitration via vector addition may result in a command
which is not satisfactory to any of the contributing behavior,
and indeed the motor schema framework suffers from
occasional trapping in local minima.
In example four, two levels of fusion are in use. Each
module has its own sensory suite, and uses low-level fusion
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Fig. 5.

A hierarchical neural network for a mobile robot [46].

algorithms on the data. High-level fusion, which is command fusion in this case, is done on the resulting suggested
actions, not directly on the sensory measurements. Related
architectures, using fuzzy logic and reinforcement learning,
are described in [8].
B. “Unified” Frameworks—The Use of Neural Networks
In Section II-C2, we discussed efforts to develop unified
frameworks for sensory measurements when statistics are
unknown or unavailable. Neural networks provide a means
to create such unified frameworks for sensory data. The
basic idea is to train neural networks to associate given sets
of sensory data (input) and desired robot action (output).
When the training set spans the expected input domain,
the neural network is expected to interpolate between the
learned measurement-action tuples and provide the correct
commands to the actuators.
1) Example Five—Hierarchical Neural Network for Mobile
Robot Control: Nagata et al. [46] devised a mobile robot
controlled by a hierarchical neural network. The network,
shown in Fig. 5, receives input signals from sensors, and
transmits on/off commands to motors. A memoryless reason network translates sensory inputs into behaviors. An
example of a behavior is “move forward when the infrared
sensor on the head detects light.” An instinct network which
has short-term memory units (STM’s), translates sensory
input into series of behavior patterns that the robot should
be taking over time. For example: “repeat a cycle of right
and left turns until the infrared sensor on the head receives
light.” The outputs to the motors are controlled through
the interplay between sensory input, reasoned behavior,
and memory of past actions. The result is the execution of
learned pattern behaviors, imprinted in the neural-network
weights and thresholds by a variant of the back-error
propagation weight-adjustment algorithm.
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Neural networks offer a unified framework for sensor
fusion, since within the networks’ architecture they do
not impose strict requirements on data representation and
interpretation. The network is “free” to discover complex
patterns of data amalgamation during the training phase,
and retune them during operation. There are few restrictions
on the manner by which information from different sensors
is fused, and with appropriate pre-processing and scaling,
data can be represented to the input layers in different
formats, levels and domains. The ability of many neural
network models to interpolate gives them the additional
advantage of processing successfully some input combinations for which they have not been specifically trained.
Indeed, in Nagata’s experiments, the robot was capable of
determining “on its own” (i.e., successfully interpolate),
correct and desirable actions—either explicitly from the
behavior patterns that it had learned, or implicitly by using
these patterns to infer the correct action.
The major hindrance in using neural-network frameworks
for sensor fusion stems from (theoretical and practical)
limitations on their learning and interpolating capabilities.
Designers of robot-control architectures require structures
that guarantee realization of input-output relationships to
a specified accuracy in finite, known training epochs—a
goal that remains elusive with neural networks. Estimates of
network interpolation errors present a significant challenge.
The great care that Nagata et al. had to exercise in their
experiments to filter training data exemplifies these difficulties. For additional information about the use of neural
networks for cross-modality sensor fusion, see [28].
IV. FUTURE RESEARCH
Multisensor navigation of a robot in an arbitrary environment is an ill-posed problem due to the complexity
and variety of environments, platforms, and sensors that
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are involved. It is therefore safe to predict that we shall
continue to see a steady stream of new systems and
new architectures aimed to solve specific sensor fusion
problems for robot navigation. While not totally absent
from the literature, several directions seem to call for further
investigation.
Interrelationship Between Navigation Tasks: Most of the
systems contemplated and built so far execute a stop, look,
localize cycle, effectively assuming that self location, map
making, path planning, motion planning and motor control are distinct, almost separate, operations—interrelated
through simple input-output connections in a block diagram
architecture. Yet it is clear, as one example, that the
degree of resolution needed from a map is directly affected
by requirements for path planning, as well as by map
information already available (e.g., if you want to flee from
a room, discovery of one wide obstacle-free corridor to a
doorway displaces the need to conduct a high-resolution
analysis of all possible paths out). Task interrelationships
is one avenue to reduce the computational complexity of
tasks in robot navigation, but it is not compatible with
the modular black-box approach that most mobile-robot
designers take at the present time. The same observation
holds for sensor placement and dynamic attention-focusing
of sensors during robot motion.
Robust Sensor Fusion and Motion Control: It is likely
that progress in robust control, along with the existing body
of knowledge on statistical decision theory will provide new
algorithms for robust sensor fusion and motion control. The
robustness of the controller will determine the resolution
of the fused data. As the degrees of uncertainty and
modeling errors that can be tolerated by dynamic models
become better understood and better quantified, feasibility
and performance of sensor fusion in robotics will benefit
similarly.
Adaptive and Learning Algorithms: It is unlikely that
one technique or one architecture will provide a uniformly superior solution for navigation problems. Along
with fusion of sensory data we shall see more systems
executing command-and-control fusion, and the fusion of
outputs from several algorithms. In this light it is useful
to investigate dynamic credit assignment to algorithms and
sensors; dynamic, environment-dependent attention focusing for sensors and algorithms; and adaptive selection
of modules for decision and control in time-varying environments. The current availability of sensor suites of
wide, varied scope, and the existence of a rich library
of navigation architectures and sensor fusion algorithms
provide solid foundation for progress in these directions.
Biological Sensor Fusion: Studies in sensor fusion for
computer vision and mobile robots often cite models of
biological fusion, such as the ones conducted on pigeons
and bats [36], [51]. However the use of these models in
actual machines is often metaphorical, using the biological
architecture as a general guideline. The apparent success of
living creatures in executing complex modes of navigation
using multisensory input, and the ever-growing body of
knowledge on biological sensory and motor control sys118

tems, point to significant potential benefits from research
in this direction.
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Sensor fusion concerns several field of research including multiple sensors like GPS, IMU, Wheel encoders. For the Outdoor mobile
Robot to estimate the localization DGPS is used for improved accuracy. It is not sufficient to make use of only DGPS, as DGPS runs on
Line of Sight (LoS), for better accuracy fused data from GPS, IMU and Odometry is preferred.Â In general, localization of mobile robot
navigation in outdoor environment GPS, IMU and odometry data is incorporated in the design. These are entirely self-contained within
the robot in the sense that they are not dependent on the transmission of signals from the robot or reception from an external source.
Inertial sensors measurements are independent of robot physical parameters. We review techniques for sensor fusion in robot
navigation, emphasizing algorithms for self-location. These find use when the sensor suite of a mobile robot comprises several different
sensors, some complementary and some redundant. Integrating the sensor readings, the robot seeks to accomplish tasks such as
constructing a map of its environment, locating itself in that map, and recognizing objects that should be avoided or sought.

